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T H E F I R S T F LU S H
WATERMILL , NE W YORK

“I’M A COMPLETE WINE NOVICE,” PATRICK

includes one of the highest-end home theaters in the

MCMAHON HAS NO TROUBLE CONFESSING.

country (complete with D-Box seating and massagers), a

That certainly was not an obstacle once he decided that

billiards table, a wine-tasting lounge area delightfully

his new home would have a wine cellar. His business

warmed by a fireplace, and the wine cave that is now

partner, a wine fanatic, had taken him under his wing,

stocked with two thousand bottles.

and obviously he is off to a terrific start. “If I had to say

Like his attraction to Haut-Brion, McMahon has an

what my special bottle was, it would have to be Château

intuitive connection to great design. “I don’t have the

Haut-Brion,” McMahon says.

vocabulary to articulate exactly why I do or don’t like a

Without a doubt, there are more special bottles for

wine, or to say why I do or do not resonate with design.

him to discover down the line. McMahon, a principal at

But I do know what I like,” McMahon asserts. “Interior

a leading investment management firm, is at an enviable

design can provoke strong feelings. Some places are

stage for a collector—the beginning, when the experi-

inviting and some are not. My living space and the

ence is so similar to falling in love for the first time; the

cellar had to be inviting.”

world is open and the first flush of excitement is hard to

He also wanted to distill his vision of the Hamptons

beat. But McMahon is taking his wine-shopping sprees

into his home. “Many homes in this area are built to

in stride. As he heads up a hedge fund, he’s used to

Hamptons expectations, and I wanted something that

taking risks, but when it comes to buying his wines, he

respected the traditional nature of the area with a more

keeps his feet on the ground. “I’m not about being a

modern flair and edge.” Seeking that special point of

collector,” he says. “It’s all about people for me—who

view in his 6,400-square-foot home, he hired Marie

makes the wine and who I’m sharing it with.”

Aiello Design Studio to bring form to his aspirations.

McMahon is an avid entertainer. Friends fill his new

The vision for the wine cellar was to make it part of the

Watermill, Long Island, home every weekend. They

milieu of the entire house, that movement between one

make lavish use of his subterranean playground, which

space and another should be seamless. She and builder

The bar area is washed with
a glittering mosaic of tile called Honey
Onyx Mosaic. The effect continues
into the wine cellar, appearing on the
interior wall and around a column.

The entrance to McMahon’s
Hamptons estate is punctuated
by a custom gate designed by
Aiello.

Lee Zinser shared some similar priorities. “I loved working with Lee
Zinser. His ability to understand and embrace the tone and intent of the
overall vision was a great match, and Patrick was the perfect client. He is a
very hip, modern man. At the time, he was single but wanted a home that
would be timeless, with an edge. For a Manhattanite like Patrick, it
needed to have that electricity, while also being expandable to eventually
accommodate a family.”
They incorporated the unexpected throughout the entire house but
intensified the edge in the lower level, especially in the lounge area flowing
into the wine cave. Imagine an English-style hotel created by a designer
who has spent time in New York and North Africa. The effect is clean yet
sensual, with urban sophistication. There are colorful flecks of detail, like
comfy square poufs covered with Rabat-esque embroidery. McMahon’s
desire for a rich mix of forms and textures is reflected in the leather sofas.
All around the room, circles play off squares. High-voltage gleam from
riveted hot rolled steel enrobes the fireplace. The bar area is washed with
a glittering mosaic of tile called Honey Onyx Mosaic. Aiello says, “I
wanted the light to bounce from the bottles to the onyx to the steel. It’s all
meant to glow.”
Glow indeed. The mosaic glistens like a waterfall shimmering under
the full moon. The effect continues into the wine cellar itself, where tiles
appear through the glass window on the interior wall of the wine cellar,
and covering a column. Aiello brought the hot rolled steel, with its
exposed rivets, back for an encore on the wall of the cellar. Zinser, in
response, exposed a little bit of the ductwork, “to keep the edge going.”
P A G E 3 8 : A hip wine-tasting lounge area, warmed by a ﬁreplace, evokes an English-

style hotel via New York and North Africa. There are colorful ﬂecks of detail, such as
comfy square poufs covered with Rabat-esque embroidery.
O P P O S I T E : McMahon’s afﬁnity for a rich mix of forms and textures can be seen in

the leather sofas and the play of circles and squares. Riveted hot rolled steel gleams
around the ﬁreplace.

T H E E N T E R TA I N I N G P A I R ’ S L A I R
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But the grounding in wine tradition was left to Zinser.
The shelving and cabinetry, from the diamond-shaped bins

only the client’s ﬁrst wine cellar, but was interior designer Aiello’s
as well. • “If I had to say what my special bottle was, it would have

chosen to break up the visual lines to the display case for

to be Château Haut-Brion,” McMahon says. • Aiello brought the hot

McMahon’s more important bottles, are made from Zinser’s

rolled steel with its exposed rivets back for an encore on the wall

wood of choice, African mahogany. When asked why he is so
fond of it, he says, “It’s simple. The effect is stunning. I really
prefer to incorporate a material that is used for furniture.
Mahogany also has balanced tannins, so that over the course
of time and exposure to light it doesn’t change or darken as
drastically as other woods. If the client wants a regal, sophisticated library look, then mahogany is the way to go.” But
Zinser, whose heart is always “function over form,” decided to
add a little more to the cellar. “So often,” Zinser says, “the
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A B O V E : The wine cave that is now stocked with 2,000 bottles wasn’t

LIVING WITH WINE

of the cellar.
O P P O S I T E : Zinser used African mahogany, the variety of wood he

prefers, for the shelves and cabinets in the cellar.

Mahogany plays off stone, which
was used extravagantly in the
cellar at McMahon’s request. He
ﬁnds the rustic stone has a cool
sensuality and that his choice,
ivory chiseled wall stone, also
lends an air of permanence to
the cellar.

art #

material of choice is redwood or cedar—[redwood is not very

putting his inventory on software. But right now, he gets the

environmentally sound, and cedar, because of its strong

greatest pleasure from filling his house with guests and

scent, is damaging to the wine]. Importantly, mahogany

family, walking into the cellar, trusting his visual instincts,

doesn’t have the odor of other oily woods, and keeping those

and plucking what strikes him as right for the moment.

smells out of the wine cellar should be a priority.” Zinser also
points out that the material is space-warming, and that it
takes on greater importance as a counterpoint to steel.
Mahogany also plays off stone, which was used extravagantly in the cellar at McMahon’s request. He finds that
rustic stone has a cool sensuality and that his choice, the
ivory chiseled wall stone, also lends an air of permanence to

A B O V E : The cellar is well connected in terms of technology.

McMahon can access the cellar with his ﬁngerprint or from his ofﬁce in
New York or Europe.
O P P O S I T E : “Mahogany doesn’t have the odor of other oily woods,

and keeping those smells out of the wine cellar should be a priority,”
says Zinser, who also points out that that the material adds warmth to
the space.

the cellar.
As befits a world traveler, the cellar is well connected in
terms of technology. McMahon can open up the door to the
cellar with his fingerprint or from his office in New York or

CELL AR SNAPSHOT
CAPACIT Y: 2,000 BOT TLES
CHÂTEAU HAUT-BRION

Europe. And one day, he assumes, he’ll get around to

T H E E N T E R TA I N I N G P A I R ’ S L A I R
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